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INTRODUCING

Using the symmetric block cipher algorithm with a 
block size of 128 bits, encrypting the blocks by joining 
them together to form “ciphertext”, the chances of 
unintentional duplication are significantly reduced 
and re-production is made significantly harder.

The requirements of Astuto Encryption demand that 
we maintain a tight database of a maximum of one 
integrator with access to each credential for a site 
at any one time and therefore, your customer finds 
peace of mind that no unauthorised production is 
occurring. We also track your previous purchases 
for simplicity, you can order with your Astuto Key 
or by quoting the site address/building name and 
we’ll know where you’re up to and send you the next 
set of credentials!

Astuto is a 128 bit AES (Advanced 
Encryption Standard), exclusive 
to Sprint which is available in a 
suite of products, both familiar 
and excitingly different from 
what you’re used to!

Turn today’s 
job into an 
encrypted site 
both easily 
and fast. 

NEW! EXTRA SIMPLE
EXTRA SECURE

ASTUTO PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FROM SPRINT INCLUDE:

ISO Cards
ASTISOCARD

BLE / Weigand Readers
AST9053

Gel Tag
ASTGELTAG

BLE Credentials
Scan QR code

PLUS: Lifetime warranty on all BLE/Weigand Readers!



NEED ENCRYPTION NOW?
Astuto offers kits, ready to go, encrypted, 
waiting for you on our shelf!

The astute way to protect your customers’ assets.

Astuto Key:

www.astutoaccess.com

AVAILABLE 
EXCLUSIVELY 
THROUGH

Fill in your 
registration 
card which 
is included 
in the box.

Decide whether
you need any
additional
Astuto cards,
readers or 
gel tags.

Email a photo of
your registration 
card along with 
your additional 
requirements 
from step 2.

Put the Astuto 
stickers provided, 
on the control 
panel to ensure 
everyone knows 
it’s an Astuto site.

B6 KIT ANYPANEL KIT

2 Astuto encrypted bluetooth readers 
 with lifetime warranty
10 Astuto encrypted ISO cards
2 Astuto encrypted executive gel tags
2 Genuine Bosch Wiegand converters

2 Astuto encrypted bluetooth readers 
 with lifetime warranty
10 Astuto encrypted ISO cards
2 Astuto encrypted executive gel tags
* Your access control system may need an accessory to link 
to the smart readers ie: Wiegand converter or similar. Please 
ask our distributors for assistance, if necessary. 

Astuto B6 kit suits Bosch 6000 access 
control systems and contains:

Astuto ANYPANEL kit suits most access 
control systems* and contains:

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The contents of your Astuto Kit are already encrypted. 

Simple follow the steps below to ensure that your site remains protected 
and you’re able to access more credentials as required.


